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At the recent IAEA Chengdu meeting, the paleoclassical model [1] of radial electron heat
transport was compared favorably [2] with mostly ohmic-level experimental results from a num-
ber of toroidal plasma experiments. Anomalous transport induced by drift-wave-type microtur-
bulence usually scales with the gyroBohm diffusivity DgB ≡ (�S/ā)(Te/eB) ∝ T

3/2
e /āB2; it be-

comes small in the edge when Te is low and E×B flow shear is large. In contrast, for the recently
hypothesized paleoclassical transport model [1] the electron heat diffusivity χpc

e ∝ ā1/2T
−3/2
e in-

creases as the electron temperature decreases toward the plasma edge and divertor separatrix.
Thus, we can anticipate [2,3] that for Te

<∼ T crit
e � B(T)2/3ā(m)1/2 keV (∼ 1–1.6 keV in present

plasmas, but ∼ 3.5–5 keV in ITER) paleoclassical radial electron heat transport could be dom-
inant. In particular, it could be dominant in the pedestal of H-mode plasmas.

A model has been developed [3] for the edge electron temperature profile Te(ρ) in H-
mode, diverted tokamak plasmas based on the paleoclassical model for the radial electron
heat transport. Moving inward from the separatrix, Te profile predictions are: first an in-
creasing Te gradient with ηe ≡ d lnTe/d lnne � 2, a maximum |∇Te| where q drops to <∼ 5,
then a decreasing |∇Te|, and finally a pedestal electron pressure determined by balancing col-
lisional paleoclassical transport against gyro-Bohm-scaled anomalous electron heat transport:
βped

e ≡ nped
e T ped

e /(B2/2µ0) � (0.032/f#A
1/2
i )(ā/R̄q)(ηnc

‖ /η0) ∝ (ā/R̄q95), in which f# ∼ 1 is a
gyroBohm multiplier for Te transport. These model predictions compare favorably [3] with ex-
perimental data from DIII-D. In addition, the paleoclassical radial electron heat diffusivity χpc

e

compares well [3,4] with the transport analysis χe, which both scale roughly as T
−3/2
e near the

separatrix. Also, the ASTRA code [5] has been used to perform a predictive transport analysis
of the edge Te profile; it shows that χpc

e dominates for ρ >∼ 0.85–0.9 and is needed to obtain the
neutral or slightly positive curvature of the Te profile (i.e., d2Te/dρ2 ≥ 0) near the separatrix.
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